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Ice cream sandwich dessert recipe with heath bar

This is one of my favorite summer dessert recipes is frozen caramel toffee ice cream sandwich dessert. Watch a video showing you how to make this dessert and then scroll to the bottom of this post and print out the recipe so you can do it at home. Let's get a few things straight: I'm not a big fan of Cool Whip or any packaged, ready-to-eat foods. I don't usually take an easy way
out when putting together desserts. I came to realize that sometimes taking an easy way out works very, very well. With that in mind, I'll introduce you to my favorite new recipe (of the 30 recipes I prepared on my vacation): this is a frozen caramel toffee ice cream sandwich dessert. This is the perfect recipe for a summer party. This makes TON... Good 24 to 36 servings to be
exact, depending on how big you make your slices. This is perhaps the simplest, most decadent dessert you'll ever make. How to Make Frozen Caramel Toffee Ice Cream Sandwich Dessert: It's so easy to make this recipe! Buy one of those extra-deep 13×9-inch disposable foil pans (this is the easiest and it's perfect depth). Place a layer of ice cream sandwiches on the bottom.
Cover them with Cool Whip. Sprinkle with caramel and chocolate syrup. Sprinkle with pieces of toffee. Freeze for a while ... Then repeat: Another layer of ice cream sandwiches, Cool Whip and syrups. Top dessert with shredded Heath or Scor bars. Freeze for a few hours until firm enough to chop. We slice this and put it in plastic cups for easy serving. Put all the cups on a large
tray and pass them on to the guests who will snatch them with impatience! This simple, simple frozen caramel toffee ice cream sandwich dessert is always a huge success. It's delicious, decadent and impressive enough to serve at a party. The first time I served this recipe at a party, my guests were asked about how to do it. You had to see the kinds of amazement on their faces
when I explained the process of putting it together. People love easy recipes like this! If you're looking for more frozen dessert recipes, you can also enjoy my frozen lemon cheesecake squares or this 5-ingredient frozen Strawberry Royale Dessert. Bar Buster or Frozen Margarita Pie bars are also a tasty choice. Print Pin Is the perfect recipe for frozen desserts to feed the crowd! 1
deep rectangular dish, throw away the foil pan (9x13)24 shop bought frozen ice cream sandwichesTwo 8-ounce bath Cool Whip, defrosted saucechocolate saucebag saucebag hit bits or toffee bits4 regular-sized Hit or Sear candy bars, chopped foil spray pan with cooking spray. Place 12 ice cream sandwiches side by side at the bottom of the pan. Spread one bath of Cool Whip
on top of ice cream sandwiches. Drizzle the caramel and chocolate syrups on top of the Cool Whip, then sprinkle with slices of toffee. dessert in the freezer for about an hour. Place a second layer of 12 ice cream sandwiches on top of the toffee slices. Spread from the 2nd Bathroom Cool Cool Drizzle caramel and chocolate syrup over Cool Whip. Sprinkle the sliced skor/hit bars
over the top. Place the dessert in the freezer for a few hours, or until firm. When ready to serve, remove from the freezer and use a sharp knife to slice the squares. Drizzle more chocolate and caramel on separate portions, if desired. Cover the leftovers with plastic wrap, and keep in the freezer. 09/04/2012 OH YUM... It's AWESOME!!! I made a written but smaller version, using
mini ice cream sandwiches (10), layered in a loaf pan (that I lined w/plastic film to facilitate removal/cutting), w/8oz. whipped topping, and just eyeballed caramel sauce and peanuts. We did drizzle it w/chocolate sauce before eating and that really put it on top! I would be completely sure of making this for the company... that's what's good ... A certain keeper! Thanks for sharing. :)
08/21/2012 This is a great recipe! I baked it in a clean glass pan and used hot fudge topping instead of caramel. I put the peanuts in a small bag and crushed them before adding, and added half the cherries to the top layer. Not only did it look amazing, it tasted heavenly! 08/19/2012 It's so easy and delicious. I drizzled the chocolate sauce over the bottom layer and instead of
peanuts I used quick bits. When serving you can dress it with some raspberries or chopped strawberries for a little color. I did it for a family reunion, and everyone raved about it. I'll definitely do it again. 03/05/2013 Can't go wrong - full winner! I used one layer of caramel sauce and on another layer of fudge sauce. I added hit toffee bits for each layer. There was no bite left and we
were all discussing options you could make out of this to suit your tastes. I'll be taking this to every party this summer. 01/30/2013 I have done this in various ways over the years. Replace peanuts with pecan caramel and hot fudge - tortoise pie. Use hot fudge and hit bars of butter finger Reese cups etc. every time I do it is always a hit! 01/18/2013 I just did it with Neapolitan Ice
Cream Sandwiches Hot Walnuts fudge and cool whip - AWESOME!!! Very easy and very good! 07/12/2013 This cake received so much praise and it was so easy to make! I did it for my birthday and was able to put it together as the party starts. I made the caramel myself with vanilla ice cream oil with a little brown sugar (for color) and fructose to reduce the blood sugar exposure
of this cake. We dropped the peanuts. I sprinkled confetti candy on top for a beautiful presentation and it was a hit! 07/30/2014 It was a hit with family!!! Did it when on a week's holiday and everyone loved it!!! The only change I made to use butterscotch instead of caramel! 07/11/2014 Instead of one big 13x9 cake I used 2 smaller cake pans to 2 less cakes! I wrapped them well and
put them in the freezer for unexpected company. Delicious!!!!!! 09/09/2014 Layers glide around and fall apart trying to eat it. My My thought that even a little caramel made him too rich. Won't do it again or recommend it to anyone. 1 of 3 Ice Cream Sandwich Dessert Christina 2 of 3 Ice Cream Sandwich Dessert Karl 3 of 3 Ice Cream Sandwich Dessert Karl My Kids Love It on a Hot
Summer Day. I found that it works well to also divide the chocolate fudge topping and use half in step 5 and the other in step 7. You can also add a can of caramel topping if you want. DIRECTIONS Cut one ice cream sandwich in half. Place one whole and half sandwich along the short side of a low-fat 13x9x2 inch pan. Arrange eight sandwiches in the opposite direction in the pan.
Spread with half whipped topping. Spoon the fudge topping a teaspoon on whipped topping. Sprinkle with 1/2 cup peanuts. Repeat with the remaining ice cream sandwiches, whipped fillings and peanuts. The pan will be full. Cover and freeze. Remove from the freezer 20 minutes before serving. Cut into squares. It can be frozen for up to 2 months. Summer is winding down, and all
I want to do is sit outside and eat ice cream while I can still. Living in Minnesota, I live for these sunny warm days and I'm not ready to switch to winter coats and hot coffee just yet. (I never am!) I'll be betting tears goodbye to my shorts, 70-degree weather, and frozen treats for a few weeks when the temperature starts really cooling. At this point, I eat ice cream for a pint and relish
every bite as long as the sun shines. :) This recipe is the easiest-ever summer dessert to make, with only four ingredients that are all very common. I first started making this recipe as a teenager when one of the ladies I babysat for introduced me to it. She was (and is) a great cook and her kitchen was always stocked with the best snacks and homemade treats. It was pretty much
the ideal nanny situation. :) And I've been using her recipe ever since! We have a classic children's ice cream sandwich. A layer of caramel sauce (through can, if you choose it, or even better if homemade). Slather Cool Whip is one of my least favorite ingredients in the world that I buy just for this recipe because somehow it's delicious here. And a few generous handfuls of sliced
Heath bars. I find it very hard to ever go wrong with Heath Bars. Let's talk about the best version of this recipe: a homemade edition. If you have the time, it is certainly the tastier to make your own salted caramel sauce to smear all over this dessert. I try to keep some handy (I love this recipe from two peas and their pod - it does a lot and it keeps forever in the fridge!), and I usually
use it here. I'm not a big fan of boxy or bottled species because I don't think they ever taste as well. But in this recipe, you get skipping because there are enough layers that you really won't notice the difference until you've tried it with good stuff (just keep in mind that you don't want to go back!). It's also delicious to whip up your own cream because homemade whipped cream
cream Each dessert to the next level. I cheated this time (and, let's face it, I cheat most of the time) because Cool Whip just has so many hands when I'm in a hurry. I'm not a patient person, so homemade whipped cream doesn't happen in my life nearly as often as it should be. If you are more patient than I am, please step up your ice cream dessert game and use the good stuff! :)
Otherwise, unwrap these ice cream sandwiches, cover them with shop-bought caramel sauce and Cool Whip, sprinkle candy without shame, and call it a day! This is one of the fastest desserts you can make. And even as picky as I am, I like the less gourmet version just as much. I'm sharing the easy version below, but make your own changes as you please! In the dessert
pictured, I went halfway and used homemade caramel sauce with Cool Whip. I also love buying bags of pre-sliced Hit bars. They are readily available in most stores next to chocolate chips, they are not that expensive and they save a ton of unwrapping and grinding time. Also, I think that one bag is the perfect amount for this recipe! You can never have too much hit. One special
note on ice cream sandwiches: you'll probably cut a few of them to fit them perfectly into the bottom of the pan, but I've found that it's usually enough in one box to fill a 9×13 pan, plus one extra for you to enjoy. Just the way I like it. :) I hope that wherever you are, you are still enjoying a few summer days yourself and I hope that ice cream is included in the equation for you too. Last
cheers of ice cream, and then we can all sweeps our PSLs around in the world. :) Ingredients11 frozen ice cream sandwiches, unwrapped 1 cup caramel sauce (concussion or homemade) 8 ounces Cool Whip 1 (8 ounces.) bag Hit Milk Chocolate Toffee BitsInstructionsPlace ice cream sandwiches in the freezer safe 9x13-inch baking dish, cutting a few in half if necessary to match
them all inches spread caramel sauce on top, then spread over the dish. Sprinkle the hit bit on top to cover the entire dessert. Cover with plastic wrap and keep frozen until ready to serve. Cut into 18 pieces and serve immediately. NotesFeel free to replace homemade whipped cream for Cool Whip take this dessert to the next level! More from Get Sweet Smart Smart
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